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Abstract

This paper reports a new insight on the principle of ultrasonic welding process.
Physics of ultrasonic welding process is considered to be an inverse process of
shear band formation. Both ultrasonic welding and shear band formation in-
volve temperature rising due to localized plastic deformation. During shear band
formation, heat will lead to damage of materials, e.g., initiation of cracks inside
materials. But heat generated in ultrasonic welding process will bond two pieces
or repair the cracks inside materials [1]. Energy directors used in ultrasonic
welding process act as a trigger of localized plastic deformation. Mathemati-
cally, We found out that heating generation during ultrasonic welding process
is similar to heating generation by electric current.

Keywords: Ultrasonic welding; Fuse bonding; Heat generation,

Defect drift

1. Introduction

Materials with high strength and high toughness are the idea materials for many
industry applications. People are consistently seeking high strength and high
toughness materials [2, 3]. High strength implies high Young’s modulus and
yielding stress. High toughness means materials can absorb a lot of mechanical
energy before fracture. Fracture of materials corresponds to crack formation in
a piece of structure, that is, one piece becomes two pieces. Before occurs of
material fracture, a plastic cohesive zone will usually form [4]. When plastic
deformation become localized, shear bands or neckings will be formed. These
shear bands and neckings will be generated at the weakest point in the materials,
accompanying with localized heating. This generated thermal energy will act
as a destroying force to molecular bonds. When thermal energy is greater than
bonding energy of molecular, fracture will be possible [5]. Part of internal energy
dissipates to become surface energy[6].

On the other hand, ultrasonic welding is widely used to bond similar and
dissimilar polymers, metals, and woods[7–11]. When an ultrasonic welding de-
vice composed of converter, booster and sonotrode is used to bond two pieces of
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materials such as thermoplastics, thermoplastic elastomer, and thermosets, me-
chanical energy generated by ultrasound wave will be propagated, amplified and
finally localized to the interface between two pieces of adherends [12–14]. Lo-
calization of stress wave energy will lead to thermal energy accumulated around
the interface of adherends. Due to this thermal energy, the temperature ris-
ing rate will depend on thermal capacity of polymer materials since thermal
capacities of polymers have a big shift across glass transition temperature [15].
Therefore, a large difference of temperature rising rate was observed across glass
transition temperature[16]. After polymers absorb a large amount of thermal
energy, molecular bonds will be broken and materials become flowable liquid
shape. Once temperature is cooled down, molecular bonds will be reformed.

In summary, if a high speed impact force is applied on materials, one piece
can be broken into two. If a cyclic vibration force is applied on materials,
two pieces can be stitched. Both are due to localized plastic deformation and
accompanying temperature rising.

Traditionally, heating generation due to ultrasonic welding is attributed to
frictional heating followed by viscoelastic heating [16–18]. That is on the right
track. But it didn’t tell the whole story of the ultrasonic welding process. Firstly,
localized heating can hardly be explained by frictional heating and viscoelastic
heating [19, 20]. Because frictional heating and viscoelastic heating happen
everywhere inside materials, why only materials near the interface get heating
up. If a longitudinal vibration is applied to adherends, frictional force on the
interface can hardly be calculated. Secondly, with high temperature rising and
large plastic deformation during ultrasonic vibration, linear viscoelastic heating
plays a minor role on bonding formation. Frictional heating is more related
to molecular defect motions. Recall in ultrasonic welding processes, energy
directors are usually used to guarantee a good bonding quality. Physically, an
energy director is used to direct mechanical energy to a particular location. It
is directly related to how localized plastic energy changes to thermal energy.
So energy directors act as mechanical impedances to block ultrasonic energy
propagation.

In the following section, we will demonstrate this process from physical as-
pects and mathematical aspects.

The rest of the present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates
the physics of ultrasonic welding principle. Section 3 is to explain a mathemat-
ical model of ultrasonic welding, especially temperature rising. Then we will
talk about localized heating by using energy directors. Finally, we offer the
concluding remarks, followed by a list of cited references.

2. Physics of Ultrasonic Welding Principle

It is well known that no materials are perfect. There are always some defects
inside the materials. In polymers, molecular chains are either cross-linked or
entangled [21]. de Gennes [22] gave an idea that reptation of molecular chains
is caused by defect movements along a molecular chain. Equivalently, defects
in molecular chains can be viewed as the results induced by frictional forces
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or entangled forces between different molecular chains. Plastic deformation in
polymers is due to the accumulation and movement of these defects [23]. In
metals, line defects such as dislocations are abundant. Dislocation densities
for many metals are ranged from 1010 to 1016/cm2. Dislocation generation and
movement is closely related to plastic deformation. Therefore, for both polymers
or metals, their defects will be the main causes for plastic deformation, especially
localized plastic deformation and temperature rising.

Nowadays, there are a lot of experimental investigations and numerical sim-
ulations of ultrasonic welding processes [24–27]. But work on understanding the
principle of ultrasonic welding is relatively rare [28, 29]. In order to understand
the principle of ultrasonic welding, firstly we need to understand energy flow
due to ultrasonic wave. Particularly, we need to know the cases when stress
wave can propagate [30, 31] and when stress wave will stop propagating. In
general, when stress wave propagates, material particles will vibrate in their
equilibrium positions. Mechanical energy will be transported to the next adja-
cent particle by molecular bonding forces. Wave propagation speed will depend
on the stiffness of molecular bonding. Suppose there exists an ideal material
which has no defects. Then energy will continue transporting to next parti-
cle without any loss. However, defects are always exist. Defects will act as
impedances to energy transport. For example, in metals, once energy carried
by ultrasonic wave is absorbed by dislocations, immobile dislocations will be
disengaged by this mechanical energy. Therefore, mobile dislocation density
and mobile dislocation velocity will increase. The kinetic energy level of these
mobile dislocations will increase as well. But they cannot stay in the higher en-
ergy state for a long time since they will collide with lattice frames. dislocation
scattering will happen. Their kinetic energies will fall down to a lower energy
level quickly. After mobile dislocations lose their kinetic energy, they become
immobile dislocations again. But immobile dislocation density will change in
this energy gain and lose procedure. Accumulated immobile dislocation density
will cause permanent plastic deformation. At the same time, because of mobile
dislocation collision with lattice frames, dislocations lose kinetic energy. But
lattice frames will gain kinetic energy. Lattices will vibrate more dramatically.
Recall that temperature is a microscopic measurement of gas molecular velocity
in idea gas or lattice vibration amplitude in solids. Therefore, most lost kinetic
energy of dislocations will change to lattice vibration which is macroscopically
shown as a gained thermal energy. This leads to temperature rising. Some of
their energy will also radiate out as a sound wave.

Similarly, for polymers, because molecular chains are all entangled or cross-
linked, bonding force of cross-links is much larger than entangled force. When
energy carried by ultrasonic wave propagates along the molecular chains, entan-
gled molecular chains can be disengaged by the ultrasonic wave energy e.g. many
short molecular chains or danglings [32] can be formed. Therefore, mobile short
molecular chain density and velocity will increase. Like dislocations, these short
molecular chains will collide against main backbone chains. Collision scattering
of these short molecular chains can cause them to lose their kinetic energy very
quickly. On the other hand, main backbone chains will gain kinetic energy from
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those discrete short molecular chains and vibrate more violently. This gives rise
to temperature rising in the entire areas. Since energy from ultrasonic wave is
firstly absorbed by these short chain defects, they will jump to a high energy
level and return to a low energy level in a short time. With redistribution of
short chain density and velocity, plastic deformation, temperature rising and
bonding will happen.

To make this physics more clear, mechanical energy flow could be compared
with electric energy flow. Physics of ultrasonic wave propagation in metals or
polymers is similar to that of electrical current propagation in conductors. In
electric circuits, when voltage is setup between a conductor, electrical current
will carry electric energy from positive voltage to negative voltage. Due to
existence of electric resistance, this electric energy transport is not lossless.
Once voltage sets up an electric field inside conductor, electrons will gain a
higher speed. Mobile electron density and velocity will increase. That is, these
electrons will jump to a higher energy level. But these electrons can only stay
at the higher energy level in a very short time, less than a microsecond. Because
electron scatterings happen, high speed electrons will collide to nuclei and slow
down. Kinetic energy of electrons will be lost. Some of their energy will dissipate
as thermal energy and cause temperature rising. Some other will emit as a light
wave.

Furthermore, heat-induced shear band and heat-induced ultrasonic welding
in materials can be analogy to electric fuse wire and electric soldering. For
electric fuse wires, their melting temperature is much lower than conductor
wires. Therefore, an electric fuse wire is the weakest point of the entire conductor
wire when an electric current wave passes through. When a large amplitude
electric current passes through an electric fuse, heat generated by a large electric
current will melt the fuse wire and break it into two pieces. Similarly, if a large
impact force is applied to metals or polymers, a high stress gradient and a
large strain rate will be generated in materials. Mechanical energy carried by
stress wave will pass through the materials. In the weakest point or the largest
mechanical resistance area, mechanical energy will change to localized plastic
and thermal energy. This leads to shear band and breaks a structure into two
pieces. In electric soldering process, electric energy is used to melt a solder. The
solder will secure the connection of two metal surfaces. In ultrasonic welding
process, mechanical energy is used to melt energy directors which will bond two
pieces of materials.

3. Mathematics of Ultrasonic Welding Principles

As mentioned before, ultrasonic welding is inverse to shear band and necking
formation. Heat generated by impact force can damage materials and create
cracks. But heat generated by ultrasonic wave can bond materials and eliminate
cracks. Therefore, The same mathematical equation used to model shear band
and necking formation can be applied to ultrasonic welding.

Yang and Yang [33] proposed a mathematical model to explain localized
plastic deformation such as shear band and necking with defects included in the
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Fig. 1: Sketch of a stress-strain relationship. Maximum point on the curve corresponds

initiation of localized plastic deformation.

equation. The mathematical structure can be written as

dσ

dǫ
= E − R (3.1)

where σ is engineering stress, ǫ is engineering strain, E is Young’s modulus,
and R is mechanical resistance. R is a function of strain and stress and can be
written as [33]

R = qǫmσn, (3.2)

where E and q are time, temperature, pressure dependent which can be modeled
using modified logistic functions [34]. m and n are constants depending on
materials. Eq.(3.1) can be graphically illustrated as shown in Fig.(1).

Mechanical resistance R increases with stress and strain, see Eq.(3.2) and
Young’s modulus is independent of stress and strain. Therefore, the slope of
stress and strain curve will gradually decrease with increased stress and strain.
As shown in Fig.(1), the slope of stress and strain curve will be determined
by the value of E − R which can be positive or negative. Before maximum
engineering stress is reached, e.g., E > R, slope is positive. Homogeneous
elastic-plastic deformation will happen. After passing maximum engineering
stress, e.g., E < R, slope becomes negative. Localized plastic deformation
will happen. Localized thermal energy will accumulate in a very short band.
Temperature in this narrow band can be higher than melting temperature of
materials. Next, thermal energy due to ultrasonic wave will be illustrated.

Traditionally, energy transmission in ultrasonic welding is based on elastic
wave propagation theory. In the interface between the sonotrode and the ad-
herend, some of energy will transmit and some will reflect back [35]. Energy
calculation is based on power reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient
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[36, 37]. With this method, mechanical energy arrived at the surface of adherend
can be obtained [38]. Next, this mechanical energy will enter the materials and
change to thermal energy. How this mechanical energy changes to thermal en-
ergy is what we will discuss below. Currently most researchers explained this
transition from mechanical energy to thermal energy by using linear viscoelas-
tic theory [39, 40]. Loss modulus is used to calculate the thermal energy. This
approach may be acceptable in some cases such as small material deformation.
The limitation of viscoelastic heating in traditional linear viscoelastic theory is
that no micro-structures and defects of materials are considered in the model.
In ultrasonic welding, most of ultrasonic wave energy will be absorbed by de-
fects such as dislocations in metals or short molecular chains in polymers. These
defect movements are related to nonlinear visco-plasticity. Large deformation,
permanent deformation, large temperature rising can hardly be explained by
linear viscoelasticity [41]. If only linear viscoelasticity is used to calculate tem-
perature rising, temperature will not be high enough to melt the materials [42].
For example, if ultrasonic frequency is 20000 Hz and bonding time is 1 ms, there
are only 20 loading and unloading cycles. Nevertheless, localized temperature
rising cannot be explained by linear viscoelasticity. Therefore, a new way to
calculate temperature rising in ultrasonic welding is introduced.

As we know, when electric potential is setup on a electric circuit, an electric
field will be created. Electrons will drift in the electric field and create electric
current I. Electric current is related to charge density and charge velocity by

I = nqeveA, (3.3)

where n is electron concentration, qe = 1.6 × 10−19 coulombs/charge, n× qe is
electron density, ve is electron velocity, A is cross section of conductor wires.
The heat, H , generated by electric current in the electric resistance can be
calculated by using Joule’s law

H = (I) 2Ret, (3.4)

where Re is electric resistance. For dislocation induced plastic deformation,
plastic strain rate, ǫ̇p, is related to dislocation density and dislocation velocity
by Orowan equation [23] as

ǫ̇p = ρbv, (3.5)

where ρ is dislocation density, b is Burger’s vector, v is dislocation velocity. By
comparing with electric current equation, e.g., Eq.(3.3), we can define mechan-
ical current due to dislocation drifting as

Im = ǫ̇pAm = ρbvAm, (3.6)

where Im is mechanical current and Am is the cross section of a metal bar. If
an electric potential U is applied between an electric resistance Re, a constant
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Fig. 2: Schematic illustration of propagation of defects in crystalline materials. In com-

pression side, atoms are closely packed. In tensile side, the spaces between atoms are wider.

Mechanical potential is built based on this uneven distribution of atoms. Defects such as

dislocations will drift along this built-in potential

electric current I will be maintained. Ohm’s law is written as

U = ReI. (3.7)

If a rod is under dynamical impact, stress inside the bar is not uniform. Consider
a case that there is a stress gradient along the bar, e.g. one side is in tension
while the other side is in compression, see Fig.2. There are more materials or
equivalently atoms accumulated in the compression side than in the tension side
which will build up a mechanical potential. This mechanical potential will setup
a mechanical field. This mechanical field will drive dislocations to move along
the field gradient direction. Dislocations are line defects which can be viewed as
a combination of point defects. Point defects can be vacancies and interstitials.
Dislocations with vacancies will drift to the compression side. Dislocations with
interstitials will drift to the tension side. Similarly, for polymer bars, chain
density in tension side is smaller than that in compression side. short chains
who lose their connections to main chains will drift in the built-up field, see Fig.3
for schematic illustrations. To cast, if a mechanical potential Um is maintained
between a rod with a mechanical resistance Rm, a constant mechanical current
Im will be maintained. Its relationship is written as

Um = RmIm. (3.8)

Heat generated per unit volume can be calculated by

H = ( Im) 2Rmt, (3.9)

Analogy to electric resistance calculation method, mechanical resistance of ma-
terials can be obtained by

Rm = lm/σmAm, (3.10)
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Fig. 3: Schematic illustration of propagation of defects in polymer materials. In compression

side, polymer chain density is high. In tensile side, polymer chain density is low. Mechanical

potential is built based on this uneven distribution of molecular chains. Defects such as

danglings will drift along this built-in potential.

where lm is the length of mechanical resistor. σm and Am are conductivity
and cross section of the mechanical resistor, respectively. Conductivity σm will
depend on dislocation scattering in metals or short molecular chain scattering
in polymers.

4. Energy Director

In ultrasonic welding process, welding quality is controlled by many factors
such as welding time, welding amplitude, ultrasonic frequency, design of booster
and horn, and energy directors [43, 44]. Factors except energy directors are used
to control how much ultrasonic wave energy flows to energy directors. This
energy will finally go to energy directors, which will be melt and used to bond
two adherends [43]. Energy directors can be designed as different shapes such as
semicircular, triangular, rectangular [17]. For example, Herrmann Ultrasonics,
Inc. designed a triangular energy director, shown in Fig.(4). Purpose of energy
directors has two. The first one is to create localized plastic deformation and
localized temperature rising. Consider Eq.(3.1), when E < R, localized plastic
deformation will be generated. Consider Eq.(3.2), R is a function of strain
and stress. At the tip of a triangular energy director, strain and stress are the
largest which means localized heat will start from the tip. The first melting point
will start from the tip. This can also be confirmed by Eq.(3.10). Mechanical
resistance will increase if cross section of an energy director decreases. Therefore,
the tip part of this energy director will have the largest mechanical resistance.
Melting will be initiated at the tip.

The second purpose of an energy director is bond two adherends after melt-
ing. Ideally designed energy directors should be melted completely. Eq.(3.9)
can be used to calculate heat generated by ultrasonic wave. With particular
design of energy directors, we can adjust ultrasonic amplitude and frequency,
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Fig. 4: Triangle tongue and groove energy director design from Herrmann Ultrasonics, Inc.

Energy flows from tongue to energy director. Energy director melting direction will start from

the tip of the triangle.

welding time to melt it completely. Since the mechanical resistance of an en-
ergy director is related to its length and cross section by Eq.(3.10), the amount
of heat generated will change with different shapes of energy director design
[45]. We can improve welding speed and obtain the same bonding strength by
properly designed energy directors.

5. Conclusion

In this article, physics and mathematics of ultrasonic bonding process are
illustrated. We are trying to understand the principle of ultrasonic welding
process in mesoscale level or even in quantum level. We compared defect mo-
tions in mesoscale to electron motions in quantum level. Based on former work
and history learning, we showed that they can share the same mathematical
structures. Since many mesoscale mechanisms of ultrasonic welding processes
can hardly be captured by experimental measurements and finite element anal-
ysis, most of current work are based on physical intuition and literature study.
With literature study, energy of ultrasonic wave is mostly absorbed by defects
in the materials. These defects will transfer their energy to lattices in crystalline
structures or main backbone chains in amorphous structures. Large amplitude
lattice vibration and main backbone chain vibration will lead to high temper-
ature rising. When large amplitude vibration increases to a certain value, it is
possible that covalent bonds of lattices or main backbone chains break apart.
Materials will be melted. We also propose that an ultrasonic welding process is
an inverse procedure to shear band formation. Both are due to localization of
plastic deformation and temperature rising. Shear band will damage materials
while ultrasonic bonding will repair materials.
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